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A yearly investment of US$ 1.9–3.4 billion 
to strengthen animal and human health systems

would yield an estimated global public benefit of 

more than US$ 30 billion annually, 

a ROI of 10 to 1 or higher!

2019

Considering the benefits to economic growth (not counting the enormous cost to human life), 
investing in health systems to implement the IHR (2005) would yield a positive return on 
investment in all plausible scenarios.



Lessons learned: 
Health security financing system in Vietnam

“Workforce development is fundamental 
for ensuring a sustainable and 

effective health security system. 

Invest in human resource!!!!!!”

June 2018

Let’s make 

investment

cases.



Why Universities?



It is becoming more and more vital that universities also 
prepare graduates for the world of work. This means that the 
development of soft skills, like team-playing and resilience, 
often becomes as important as the technical skills and 
knowledge acquired during a degree. 

Source: https://www.qs.com/the-global-graduate-skills-gaps/

By Nunzio Quacquarelli, CEO of QS
The 2018 QS report titled ‘The Global Skills Gap in the 21st Century report’

Global Graduate Skills Gaps 

and Mismatched Expectations





How’re the 21st Century Skills of …

National 
Trainers

Health 
profess-
ionals

Faculty 
members

Students



Have you been 
teaching/learning 
these skills 
and how?
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Established in 2011; 72 universities in 6 countries

20 universities 17 universities 10 universities 20 universities

EPT 1: 2009-2014
EPT 2: 2014-2019
OHW-NG: 2019-2024

FEB18

SEP17

CAMBOHUN
3 universities

LAOHUN
2 universities

OCT18

MAY19

A consortium of universities that are collaborating to build One Health capacity and academic 

partnerships with government, national and regional stakeholders in the Southeast Asian region.

MMOHUN
3 universities

PhilOHUN
8 universities

As of 26 June 2019

UNIQUE
Human Health
Animal Health
Environment Health



To develop a resilient and competent 

One Health workforce by leveraging 

education, research, and training 

provided by university networks 

in Southeast Asia. 

MISSION



Source: http://blog.neosphere.com.np/training-methodology-and-the-cone-of-learning/

http://blog.neosphere.com.np/training-methodology-and-the-cone-of-learning/


Apply learner-centered activities 
when teaching One Health

Case Studies Experiments
Field 

observations 
and experiences

Games

Group projects Peer teaching
Photo essays 
and videos

Problem-based 
learning 
exercises

Role plays and 
simulations 

Self-
assessments

Students from different 
disciplines learning together+



EXERCISE



What universities can do…



Don’t focus solely on technical (hard) skills when teaching One Health, 
let’s transform students from passive to active learners by  applying 

learner-centered activities and having multidisciplinary students 
learning together in their journey to become One Health leaders. 



Do research that matters

Support policymakers with evidence-based information



Public Health Surge Capacity



Let’s collaborate more among ministries, universities and the 

private sector in developing One Health workforce, generating 

evidence-based information for policymakers, and 

maintaining public health surge capacity.
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